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Abstract
Present intensive trade worldwide compels countries to establish or to improve quarantine of alien organisms. Such a system

comprises risk assessment, inspection at borders and field monitoring. Governments should prioritize these activities as one of the

ways to protect food and animal production, as well as human health, while international aid agencies provide necessary assistance
to developing countries to this aim.
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Introduction
At present one fourth of total global production is exported, generating gains but also other consequences [1]. Trade has been growing

remarkably during the last decades after II World War. Exports today are more than 40 times larger than in 1913.

Trade of goods, which affect agricultural and animal production, and human health, brings about the spread of alien invasive organ-

isms. Their impacts are second only to habitat destruction in terms of loss of biodiversity [2]. Available estimations indicate that only alien

arthropods cause economic losses of approximately 10 billion EUR in the EU [3], while alien pests cause serious impacts in the agriculture

and forest worldwide [4]. Invasive alien organisms across physical and political boundaries threatens food and health security and creates
a global public concern across all countries.

The prevention of entry and spread of alien organisms is only possible through strong restrictive actions well supported by data and

scientific evidence. This preventive system, known as quarantine, comprised several steps, usually ignored or unknown. Only a few coun-

tries in the world may claim to have sound quarantine services with accomplishment of all these steps accordingly. In addition, there is
a wrong belief that quarantine is a system only feasible in islands, i.e. territories surrounded by sea and with no terrestrial borders with
other countries. Life is demonstrating how wrong this idea is.
Comprehensive quarantine system

Quarantine is a process that includes different steps, which practically support each other, and ultimately results in their continuous

improvement (Figure 1). It includes several steps as risk assessment, inspection at the borders, monitoring and detection in the field, and
according to the organism spread, implementation of eradication, containment or permanent control measures. Unfortunately, several

developing countries neither have a strong law to prevent the entry of alien organisms nor even a single inspector at airports or ports
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for controlling the safety of the imported goods. The same is applicable to European countries, usually affected by purposed introduction
of alien organisms, e.g. parrots, raccoons, American minks or water hyacinth in Spain among others [5], which entered with no control.

About 11,000 alien species have established themselves in the European ecosystems [6]. Undesirable invasive organisms may cross a se-

ries of barriers to reach a new area and spread within it when they come in imported shipments. Not all invaders are able to overcome a
range of biotic and abiotic factors for its establishment. Therefore, the risk assessment should be able to identify those capable to become
real invaders in new habitat.

Figure 1: Steps of quarantine system.

Risk assessment
The first step, perhaps the most important one, is the risk assessment of organisms with a potential to become a pest in new habitat.

In such a way, a list of prohibited species is conformed, and the inspectors will have better guidance for their work.

Risk assessment is a scientific process, where collected data of the eco-biology of the organism gives an indication of the likelihood of

its entry and adaptation [7]. There is increasing evidence that climate change will interfere with processes of biological invasions [8,9]
since it will induce higher air and soil temperatures, and it may trigger the establishment of several alien tropical or sub-tropical organ-

isms, mostly alien plants, in temperate climate countries. A changing climate may directly or indirectly influences biological invasions by

altering the likelihood of introduction or establishment, as well as modifying the geographic range, environmental impacts, economic
costs or management of alien species [10]. Therefore, improved assessment with better knowledge of the behaviour of these organisms
is a requirement.
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Knowledge achieved from risk assessment provides better training of quarantine inspectors in methods for detecting alien organisms

at the border points. They should learn countries and shipments where these organisms may be coming from, particularities that differentiate them, and rapid ways for their elimination.

The number of prevented entries of organisms in any country is a measure of the success of the quarantine system. Although entry

of a single species does not mean automatic adaptation, prevention saves losses and resources for monitoring and post-border control
measures.

Monitoring
Monitoring consist of techniques for detecting targeted quarantine organisms, often done visually in the first instance, but laboratory

support is required for confirmation. Not being a priority, only a few countries conduct monitoring and governments do not allocate necessary resources and labour required.

Since species behave differently, there is a need of guidelines for monitoring, which should include prioritized areas, where the spe-

cies may be present, the system and organization of sampling, and field extension to inspect. Early detection of invasive plants with long

lag phase (Figure 2), i.e. the time between a species arriving in a region and its population expanding and being considered invasive [11],
helps considerably to prevent their outbreak in the field.

Figure 2: Model of plant invasion process.

The spread of the species is an indicator for the implementation of post-border control measures. Eradication is a feasible option when

limited spread of a species. The adoption of other decisions, e.g. containment or integrated management, will depend on the extent of the
spread and resources required for its control.
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